Cloning of novel LERGU mRNAs in GPR30 3' untranslated region and detection of 2 bp-deletion polymorphism in gastric cancer.
The improved IGCR (In-Gel Competitive Reassociation) method was applied to the analysis of human gastric cancer genomic DNA to identify its alterations, and it appeared that the IGCR library contained a fragment of 3'-untranslated region (3' UTR) of G-protein coupled receptor 30 (GPR30) mRNA. When we searched genomic DNA pairs of gastric cancer patients with this IGCR clone, we found the deletion polymorphism with or without 2 bp (Cytosine and Thymine; CT). We confirmed the existence of a novel mRNA in GPR30 3'UTR by northern blotting, cloned this novel mRNA and named it Leucine Rich Protein in GPR30 3'UTR (LERGU). The EST database search gave one alternative splicing form in this 3' UTR, which was named as LERGU-1. A novel alternative splicing form of this mRNA was also identified from the stomach total RNA, which was named LERGU-2. The LERGU mRNA was also detected in eight gastric cancer cell lines, but GPR30 mRNA scarcely existed. Furthermore, we detected the 2 bp-deletion form in genomic DNAs and mRNAs derived from gastric cancers, but not in other type cancers. Since the 2 bp-deletion position on LERGU corresponds to its alternative splicing site, this deletion may produce a frame-shifted protein. Overall, our findings suggest that a mutation or disappearance of the normal LERGU protein may have a function in the development of gastric cancer.